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Abstract

Conventional magnetic sensors, easy to use, are supposed to work mainly well over the nanotesla range, as due to the large magnetic environmental
noise occurring in urban and industrial environments. On the other hand, a strange world exists, well below the nanotesla range, where the very
efficient magnetic properties of superconducting materials have been used. It is the world investigated using cryogenic sensors, especially those of
the SQUID’s family. During a long time starting from the 1960s, SQUID people have refined their technologies, together with the use of advanced
signal processing both analogue and digital, in order to input couple various external magnetic sources at room temperature, such the bio magnetic
ones. State of the art of SQUID sensors is given. In the early 1990s, the dramatic improvement of the operating temperature led to the hope of lighter
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nd lower costs systems with reduced cryogenic mount, designed to operate in open environment. An important target of multi SQUID systems
sing high critical temperature superconductors was and still is the magnetocardiography (MCG) mapping that could be daily used for improved
iagnosis, as compared to conventional electrocardiography. It is known that such an important application is realistic only with noise spectral
ensities referred at the input lower than 100 fT/

√
Hz in a frequency bandwidth lying in between 1 Hz and 1 kHz and with a spatial resolution

ower than 1 cm. The talk will review the recent advances in room temperature solid state sensors that could reach the above specified noise level.
he review includes: magnetoresistive devices (AMR, GMR, spin valve, and spin dependent tunnelling device), Giant magneto-inductive devices.
on-solid, atomic vapor laser magnetometers, which have recently shown their ability to deliver very clear MCG signals, and start to be used to
ap the MCG signal above the chest just like SQUIDs systems, are reviewed. A simple, convenient energy resolution—volume is proposed, which

llows a convenient way to compare high sensitivity magnetic sensors.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

This review on highly sensitive magnetometers is proposed
n the spirit of a previous one [1], which was addressed to the
ommunity of researchers involved in applied superconductivity,
specially superconductivity applied to electronics and sensors.
y that time, during year 2000, more than 15 years after the dis-
overy of high critical temperature (Tc) superconductivity [2] in
erovskites, especially in the famous YBa2Cu3O7−δ compound
hich was quickly synthetised as thin film on various substrates

3], people had fabricated many of the circuits designed ear-
ier using low Tc superconductors. Although the fabrication of
ood quality Josephson junctions on large scale was found to
e rather difficult, it was quickly shown that grain boundaries
hat occur at misoriented crystals [4] exhibited the necessary

∗ Tel.: +33 2314526; fax: +33 2314526.

Josephson effects, leading to easy, single layer technology (but
small scale) with thin film deposited on bicrystals. Fabrication
processes of the famous quantum interference devices, namely
the SQUIDs, both in the dc and rf schemes were then possible.
During the 1990s, many successful devices were made which
show the intrinsic low noise properties of high Tc SQUIDs lying
in the range of 10–50 fT/

√
Hz, even at frequencies as low as

1–10 Hz. These performances are known to be very well matched
to some biomagnetism applications, especially magnetocardio-
graphy [5,6]. SQUID people then dreamt to large applications
and market for high Tc SQUIDs systems operating at 77 K, or
slightly less, using either easy liquid nitrogen cooling or vari-
ous light cryocoolers. These systems were designed to operate
in open environments, i.e. with the magnetic sources to be mea-
sured lying in standard noisy conditions, as encountered in urban
hospital or industry buildings. Open environment also means
an operating range large enough for the SQUID to support the
earth magnetic field. Unfortunately, although robust systems

924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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have been demonstrated, and in spite of efficient denoising pro-
cesses, the full SQUID sensitivity was almost never used in these
very hard conditions, where too many orders of magnitude of
environmental noise are involved, leading to a (post processed)
background noise level lying within 100 fT/

√
Hz to 1 pT/

√
Hz

[6,7]! Noting this difficulty, together with some more or less sub-
jective barrier to the necessary cryogenic operation in the head of
companies’ engineers, the end of the nineties turned to be rather
pessimistic for a large development of high Tc SQUIDs systems.
Finally the dream vanished, and many SQUIDs people returned
to low Tc devices. Nevertheless, some of these researchers came
to room temperature magnetic sensors, to have a look on high
sensitivity magnetometers, with in mind that their large knowl-
edge about magnetic noise and associated denoising techniques
could help to achieve new devices and systems, hopefully oper-
ating from the 100 fT/

√
Hz level above 1 Hz compatible with

interesting, middle sensitivity, SQUIDs applications. Finally,
with the 2004 EMSA Conference, I thought it was an appro-
priate time to update the review made earlier on high sensitivity
magnetometers.

The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 will summa-
rize the most relevant parameters to be used when address-
ing the area of high sensitivity magnetic field sensors. Those
people familiar with sensor specifications, especially for the
noise, can leave out that section. Section 3 will give a com-
pact idea of state of the art SQUIDs sensors, having in mind
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function from the input (magnetic field) to the output (voltage)
SV

B (V/T), which generally is frequency dependent. Note that
the available performances of the sensor itself seldom are rele-
vant. Practically, a biasing system and some preamplifier often
are necessary to get the full performances. In the following,
bias and preamp are included. Dealing with high sensitivity sen-
sors allows to have typically high transfer coefficient, as high
as 105 V/T, value compatible with operation in earth magnetic
field where 10 V at the output correspond to 100 �T. A quick,
rough, thought process allows to sense in advance that the oper-
ating range of practical systems with such a transfer value can be
very large. Using standard low noise electronics, we for exam-
ple know that an operational amplifier may work over 10 orders
of magnitude (say 1 nV to 10 V). Let us then straightforwardly
divide 100 �T by 1010 to get 10 fT, which give a quick idea of
how low the electronic limitations could be! Finally, in my mind,
high (field) sensitivity also means sensors having a large or very
large working range from fT up to �T.

The second important specification is the intrinsic noise of
the sensor, conveniently referred at the sensor’s input, in units
of the square root of an equivalent magnetic power spectrum,
Bn,eq(f) where f is the frequency. Practically, the time variations
of the output voltage are recorded, followed by a Fourier trans-
form, and then divided by the transfer function SV

B (f ) to get
Bn,eq(f), expressed in T/

√
Hz. Once this is properly done, the

noise specification is truly useful only if the intrinsic noise of
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hat SQUID systems and major applications cannot be pre-
ented here. Section 4 will introduce recent developments in
tomic vapor magnetometers which have shown remarkable
erformances, down to the fT/

√
Hz, at room temperature. Sec-

ion 5 briefly discusses some of room temperature solid state
evices, such giant magneto-resistive based devices (GMR),
nd giant magneto-impedance devices (GMI), and more exotic
nes.

. Highly sensitive magnetometers: relevant parameters

Dealing with the subject of sensitive magnetometers needs
ome starting definitions and limitations because of an area
hich quickly can reveal very large. In my mind, the expres-

ion “relevant parameters of a sensor” means those parame-
ers that are required by engineers to choose and buy sensors
hen designing operating systems for specified applications.

n this way, researchers designing possible new sensors at best
ust give some specifications as listed below, which greatly

xceeds specification of the only basic sensor sensitivity. Of
ourse, even though the preliminary studies starts from that
uantity, authors should quickly take care to other important
pecifications: noise equivalent field at the input, bandwith
nd slew rate, dynamic range and linearity, energy and spa-
ial resolutions, gradiometer association, cross-talk and network
ssociations, compatibility with silicon integrated circuits, com-
atibility with digital signal processing, temperature effects,
tc.

Let us introduce some notations relative to these sensor spec-
fications. First is the sensitivity to one physical quantity (mag-
etic field component or magnitude), also known as the transfer
he sensor is the dominant one, otherwise it should be specified
hich source is probably dominating. This means that the noise

s not directly given by the noise coming from the electronic
bias and/or preamp). The latter is usually easy to compute from
he circuit and data sheets and easy to measure. This also means
hat the noise at the sensor’s output is not some environmen-
al noise, i.e. coming from external noise sources and finally
roperly measured by the sensor. To reduce such environmen-
al noise needs to be very careful, with the use of sufficient

agnetic shields, which cannot be improvised, especially at the
ery low fT/

√
Hz range. Assuming that the sensor noise is mea-

ured, it usually appears a frequency dependent noise at low
requency, the famous “1/f” excess noise. In order to quickly give
n idea of their sensor noise, authors should give the white floor
evel, together with the knee frequency below which the excess
oise is dominant. Note that noise studies are powerful tools
or improving materials and sensor design, as well as to think
p noise reduction techniques. SQUID people became expert in
his art.

Giving the frequency dependent sensitivity, which is a way
o make clear the system bandwidth, and the noise power spec-
rum enables the computation of useful parameters: namely the
ms noise value, followed by the signal to noise ratio and the
ynamic range. The former Brms is deduced after integration
ver the bandwidth (full or user specified), and the second is
he ratio of the signal (rms value) to Brms. The last is the ratio,
t a given frequency, of the largest signal to the lowest in a
Hz bandwidth. It is usually expressed in dB/

√
Hz. That quan-

ity is useful when tracking very small signal occurring around
arge and slower variations. Typical example may be found in
umerous applications of non-destructive evaluations, but also
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Fig. 1. Energy–volume criterion: schematic view of the field line bending by Meisner effect (left) or by high permeability material (right). The magnetic energy
density, in the lack of the sensor, integrated on the drawn volume �Ω, gives the energy resolution ε.

in noise reduction. Following the problematic of time varying
large signals, the slew rate must be specified, as the maximum
time rate at the output usually divided by the transfer function
and expressed in T/s. Linearity of the sensor is also very impor-
tant when designing a system for a specified application. It is
conveniently expressed in terms of harmonic distortion. It must
be noted here that the linearity of the bare sensor, is not a so
relevant parameter. As a matter of fact, especially in the case
of small sensors, it can be make a very efficient use of field
feedback, with the known improvements of feedback systems
compared to open loop systems.

Let me now discuss about energy resolution of magnetic field
sensors, as a good tool to compare them, in relation with a
volume based criterion. Many of magnetic sensors make good
use of magnetic circuits or superconducting loops to input cou-
ple the incoming signals. By virtue of focusing effects, field
lines are bent toward and through high permeability region, or
excluded from superconducting materials due to Meissner effect,
as roughly drawn on Fig. 1. The volume �Ω inside which the
field lines are modified compared to the case without the sen-
sor may then be used to get a rough estimate of the energy
resolution ε:

ε ≈ B2
m

2µ0
�Ω, (1)
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integration on semi conducting (superconducting) chips, and the
sensor compatibility with digital signals which soon interfere
after the preamplifier output stage.

3. A brief state of the art of SQUIDs sensors

SQUID literature became truly encyclopaedic, and it would
be somewhat cumbersome to give a review upon it. As a matter of
fact, SQUID’s story began soon after the Josephson effects pre-
diction and discovery in the early 1960s, but good, reproducible,
Josephson junctions were available in the mid-1970s, making
good use of niobium thin film and planar technologies. Nowa-
days, the technology is very well stabilized, with a few accessible
foundries. SQUIDs are used in many laboratories, for many
different applications. A large development of low Tc SQUID
system was done for bio magnetism, especially for the magne-
toencephalography. There are several SQUIDs species—radio
frequency (rf), direct current (dc), relaxation SQUIDs (ROS),
digital SQUIDs. The main features of these flux sensitive devices
are related to their basic topology that is a small superconduct-
ing loop weakened by one or two Josephson junctions. The
typical loop area lies in the 100 �m × 100 �m range and the
measured quantity is not the field itself, but rather its density,
i.e. the magnetic flux basically passing through the supercon-
ducting loop. The flux noise spectral density lies in the range
o −5 −6 √ −15
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here Bm is the mean field over �Ω (sensor off) and µ0 the
acuum magnetic permeability. Even though that expression of
nergy resolution is only approximate, indeed it give the cor-
ect order of magnitude compared to more sophisticated theories
escribing each physics of the sensor, and it allows easy com-
arison of magnetic sensors, as is done for example with the
oise energy of amplifiers. Examples will be given later.

Coming afterward is the spatial resolution. It is first related to
he sensor’s shape, for example planar for SQUIDs or thread for
morphous wires. It is often limited by the sensor encapsulation
nd wiring, or limited by cryogenic necessity. This give rise to
dead volume. Anyway, the problem of spatial discrimination
etween adjacent magnetic dipoles using magnetometers can-
ot be discussed without introducing the source—magnetometer
eparation. Nevertheless, a rough estimate of the optimum
ource—magnetometer distance can be the radius of the sphere
hose volume is �Ω.
Besides the previous specifications, it is also useful to con-

ider the sensor ability to work in differential mode (gradiome-
ry) and more sophisticated networks, the sensor ability for its
f 10 to 10 Φ0/ Hz where Φ0 = 2.06 × 10 Wb is the
ux quantum, and the associated field sensitivities Bn,SQUID are

ust deduced from the flux noise divided by the loop’s area then
iving 0.2–2 pT/

√
Hz. The field sensitivity is further increased

sing superconducting flux transformers designed in various
eometries, with a primary area much larger than the SQUID
oop, and a secondary coil well matched to the SQUID loop.
arge field density amplifications exceeding 100 then lead to

he fT range, even lower. In the latter case, environmental noise
ancellation becomes tremendously difficult. The energy reso-
ution of the flux transformer—SQUID assembly can be roughly
educed from the above formulation, assuming that the active
olume �Ω is that of a sphere lying on the primary circuit. See-
ng that the typical area is 1 cm2, we obtain a sphere radius of
.56 cm, and simplifying expression (1) we obtain:

SQUID&Transformer = 1.7 × 106B2
nr

3 = 10−30 J/Hz, (2)

or a low Tc SQUID at 1 fT/
√

Hz. Note that the energy resolution
f the bare SQUID is better, expression (2) leading to 10−32 J/Hz
ith Bn = 0.2 fT/

√
Hz and r = 50 �m. This value is coherent with
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Table 1
Relevant parameters of state of the art SQUIDs at PTB (Berlin), extracted from [8]

SQUID reference Temperature (K) Equivalent
diameter (mm)

Field to flux
transfer (nT/Φ0)

White noise
(fT/

√
Hz)

1/f knee frequency
(Hz)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Slew rate
(Φ0/�s)

W9L-18D9 4.2 7 0.46 0.9 2 2.3 0.4
W9SI-6E52 4.2 1.48 10.6 13 2 3.8 0.9
BY57 77 9 5.1 36 1.4 1.2 0.85

the standard SQUID theory, where:

εSQUID,Th = 16kBTL/R = 9.3 × 10−33 J/Hz, (3)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, T = 4.2 K, L = 100pH, and
R = 10 � (usual for the low Tc Josephson junctions). Indeed,
these values have the correct orders of magnitude that are known
to approach the fundamental value of the Plank’s constant at very
low temperature. At higher temperature, the energy resolution
deteriorates, it can be estimated to 1.6 × 10−26 J/Hz for a high
Tc SQUID such that presented in Table 1. Finally, to give a better
view of the true SQUID state of the art, I just would like invite
the reader to refer to papers of Drung at PTB, in Berlin [8,9].
To have a brief idea of what the state of the art is, some data
are extracted from these papers, and gathered in Table 1. These
data are obtained using advanced read out electronics, which are
very compact, and include DSP (digital signal processor) based
signal processing.

4. Recent developments in atomic vapor magnetometers

These magnetometers are generally referred as optically
pumped magnetometers (OPM). Known since the early 1960s,
a recent review of various magnetic effects in atoms may be
found in [10]. During the 1970s, scalar magnetometers mak-
ing good use of atomic vapor cell containing helium, cesium or
p
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A measure, direct or indirect, of the Larmor frequency in
polarized atomic vapor then lead to the field variations. The
magnetization is generally obtained using circularly polarized
laser beam, the transmitted power of which is detected. In the
detecting scheme proposed in [12], a resonant mode is used
together with a lock-in technique. It is experimentally demon-
strated a noise level of 63 fT/

√
Hz (white noise), in a 140 Hz

bandwidth, for a 20 mm long and 20 mm cell filled with 45 mbar
Ne, 8 mbar Ar and a saturated Cs vapor. Since the laser beam is
only 8 mm in diameter, and because the magnetized vapor has
only a small effect on the mean field over the cell, the energy
resolution (1) of that magnetometer can then be estimated to
1.6 × 10−27 J/Hz. This nice result, was used to monitor clear
MCG signals [13,14], using a gradiometric mode to reduce envi-
ronmental noise. These signals are reproduced here in Fig. 2,
to show the reality of room temperature magnetocardiography.
Also plotted in Fig. 3 is a serie of real time MCG signals that
were recorded a few years ago [15] using low noise flux gates,
with a noise floor at 2–3 pT/

√
Hz, 100 Hz bandwidth, moderate

shielding or gradiometric mode. The magnetometers outputs are
very similar, despite of a much better noise floor of the OPM. It
can be thought that the later is still degraded by environmental
noise, otherwise the signal to noise ratio should be about a factor
7 better using the OPM than using the low noise flux gate. How
ever these results are very promising.

4He is also used to produce some low noise, miniature mag-
n
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otassium have been studied; some of them exhibited very low
oise levels, down to the fT/

√
Hz level. No matter how, these

ill not be considered here, because of the too large volume of
heir cells (of the order of 1000 cm3), and we want to restrict
he review to those gas phase sensor having a volume compa-
able to the active volume of current solid phase sensor, i.e. of
he order of 1 cm3. Nevertheless, those people interested may
ound commercial product together with technical descriptions
n [11]. Recent researches have been carried out, which signifi-
antly reduced noise, leading to the small sensitive atomic vapor
ells that are now considered. Two kinds of magnetometers can
e considered, which are sensitive to the field magnitude or to
eld vector components. The first one has simple working prin-
iple, related to the coupling of suitable atomic species with the
agnetic field via the atomic spin. The glass cell containing

toms may acquire a macroscopic magnetization M, the latter
et in precession around the direction of the applied field Btot,
hat occurs at the Larmor frequency ωL given by:

L = γ|Btot|, (4)

here γ is the Lande factor of the atoms. For cesium atoms,
= 21.99 rad/s/nT.
etometer. Because it can also be used to sense very small fields
round zero, it has been used together with three pairs of orthog-
nal coils in Helmoltz configuration. Currents through the three

ig. 2. MCG signals from the optical pumping magnetometer of the Fribourg’s
roup [14, p. 904]. Curve (a) shows the gradiometer output, in a bandwith of
40 Hz, and moderate shielding. Curve (b) is with signal processing.
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Fig. 3. MCG signals from a room temperature fluxgate from [15]. The curve
(a) is inside a shielded room and 40 Hz bandwidth. Curve (b) is with moderate
shielding, 100 Hz bandwidth and comb filter at 50, 100 Hz. Curve (c) is in a
gradiometer configuration, without shields.

coils are fedback so that the total mean field in the cell remains
always very close to zero. Reading the three currents then gives
the three field components. That system is described in [16],
where the field equivalent noise spectrum are reported, showing
in both case noise floors about 2–5 pT/

√
Hz and a bandwidth

in excess of 50 Hz. It should be pointed out that the process to
get the three vector components make good use of a sampling
technique, due to the necessary successive reading of the error
field magnitude in each direction. This likely works as a kind
of magnetic chopper, which after all gives a very significative
reduction of 1/f noise in the 0.1–10 Hz band, compared to the
scalar magnetometer. The energy resolution can also be deduced
using (1) for the 6 cm3 cell to give ε = 10−23 J/Hz. To close the
discussion on these two OPM, it appears that combining the two
techniques [13,14,16] could lead to a vector magnetometer in
the 100 fT/

√
Hz range, with improved low frequency noise.

Analysing the noise processes in atomic magnetometers, it
is known that the mechanism of spin-exchange relaxation lead
to a fundamental limit [17] where the collisions between two
polarized atoms induce decoherence in the spins precession and
signal loss. The Romalis group at Princeton has shown that this
relaxation mechanism can be suppressed provided that the Lar-
mor frequency is set down enough, and the atomic density high
enough, leading to a characteristic relaxation time between col-
lisions much higher than the Larmor period. This means that
the total field B in the vicinity of the cell must stay very small,
t
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magnetometer input were recorded, showing a level as low as
7 fT/

√
Hz above 20 and 140 Hz bandwidth, with an active vol-

ume of 4 mm × 19 mm × 40 mm. That noise was limited by the
Johnson noise of the conducting material (shields) surrounding
the experiment. Using a gradiometer configuration allowed to
reduce that noise down to 0.54 fT/

√
Hz. Estimates of the energy

resolution using (1) and the above data gives ε = 7 × 10−29 J/Hz
in the magnetometer configuration and 7 × 10−31 J/Hz in the
gradiometer configuration. These results are truly impressive,
because the cell is above room temperature, and because the the-
oretical fundamental noise floor is estimated to be 0.01 fT/

√
Hz.

The associated energy resolution of the latter would then be
1.2 × 10−34 J/Hz, that of the best SQUIDs at the quantum limit.
That opens competition between SQUIDs and the spin-exchange
relaxation free (SERF) magnetometer, then start to be discussed.
An undisputed opinion (for SQUID people) from Wikswo may
be red in [19], which defends the SQUID technology for brain
magnetic activity characterization.

5. Room temperature solid state magnetometers

The simplest device allowing the measurement of magnetic
flux is done using coils and magnetic cores in linear regime to
get small sizes. I will not detail these, because they do not work
at dc, and the required size to get noise below the pT range is
still to large in this review. The most popular magnetic sensor
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ogether with a cell heating up to 180 ◦C to get the required
tom (potassium) density. A description of all the process and
agnetometer may be found in [18]. The potassium cell is sur-

ounded by a set �-metal shields (shielding factor 106) to enough
ower the earth field. The spin polarization is obtained using a
igh power laser diode, circularly polarized. A test field in one
irection is applied using coils. The spins precession is detected
sing the beam emitted by a single frequency laser diode, lin-
arly polarized. In virtue of the circular dichroism acquired by
he vapor a rotation in the polarization angle of the beam cross-
ng the cell is induced. The output signal is obtained using an
rray of photodiodes detecting the probe laser, after passing an
nalyzing polarizer. Spectrum of the noise equivalent field at the
lso makes good use of coils around saturable magnetic cores,
eed with an ac pumping current. Known as flux gates, small
ize ones, a few centimeters long, reach the pT/

√
Hz noise level.

lthough a tendency is towards their integration on silicon chips,
do not discuss them further, because the size reduction funda-
entally leads to an intrinsic magnetic noise increase. Further,

or the cubic centimeter scale ones, there were no large improve-
ents these last years.
Since the end of the 1980s, where giant magneto-resistance

ffects have been discovered, progress have been regularly made,
ogether with various devices such giant magneto-resistances
GMR), colossal magneto-resistance (CMR), spin valves, mag-
etic tunnel junctions. All these devices make good use of
agnetic and conducting ultrathin layers, even insulating layers

n the case of tunnel junctions. All these devices exhibit a strong
ependency of their dc electrical resistance versus an applied
agnetic field, with typical field coefficients 1

R
dR
dB

up to 70%/Oe.
hey mainly are designed for magnetic reading heads. Low field
ensing is also addressed, but their intrinsic noise still is high. As
matter of fact, the search for a low Johnson noise implies the

hoice of low resistance values, say 50 or so ohms, together with
he use of low voltage noise amplifiers, say 1 nV/

√
Hz. On the

ther hand, the bias current of these devices cannot be arbitrarily
igh due to heating effects, and cannot exceed about 10 mA. It
ollows that the best devices reach the pT/

√
Hz level and are

ust commercially available, but the excess low frequency noise
ommonly is much larger than that obtained in flux gates. A
ery interesting work was recently done [20,21], which make
ood use of a superconducting transformer coupled to a high
uality GMR spin valve sensor, just as suggested in our previ-
us review [1]. Fig. 4 depicts this hybrid magnetometer, which
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Fig. 4. Hybrid superconductor—GMR sensor redrawn after [20,21]. The large square is a superconducting washer, similar to a Ketchen square washer for SQUIDs.
The gray pattern is that of the GMR in a yoke type shape 20 �m × 70 �m, and the black lines are for the contacts. The superconducting washer is about 1 cm × 1 cm.

exhibited field gains of 100 up to 80 K using a superconduct-
ing loop (6.5 mm diameter) coupled to the GMR. Noise floors
were found at 30 and 100 fT/

√
Hz, with respective 1/f knee

frequencies of 100 and 20 Hz at working temperature of 4.2
and 77 K, respectively. The associated energy resolutions also
deduced from (2) are 5 × 10−29 and 5.5 × 10−28 J/Hz. These
devices being very new, they appear extremely promising if the
field gain can be increased by one or more order of magnitude,
and/or if GMR with very large magneto-resistance can be used.
In principle they could compete with SQUIDs.

Following that idea of an input circuit strongly coupled to a
GMR, it is also interesting to consider what was recently done
using a room temperature circuit [22] to obtain a large field feed-
back to the sensor, which in exchange improve the system linear-
ity and enlarge the dynamic range. The encapsulated improved
GMR with feedback is 0.7 mm × 0.7 mm × 4 mm, with a noise
spectral density of 150 pT/

√
Hz and a dynamic range close to

150 dB/
√

Hz above 1 kHz, a very large slew rate measured at
0.37 T/ms. These performances are attractive in non-destructive
evaluation using eddy current techniques [23]. Although the
deduced energy resolution appears high (1.7 × 10−23 J Hz), it
must be pointed out that using such technique on lower noise
floor devices, say at 1 pT/

√
Hz, should lead to resolution in the

10−27 J/Hz range with extremely large dynamic ranges.
Beside the magneto-resistive devices, the so-called magneto-

impedance devices were introduced during the 1990s. An exten-
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All the solid state magnetometers called to mind in this
section, used magnetic and conducting materials, the latter sub-
jected to the Johnson noise. It has been suggested that it could
be interesting to use insulating, monodomain, magnetic material
such yttrium iron garnet (YIG) excited by a rotating magnetic
field [27], the amplitude of which being sufficiently large to sat-
urate the sample. A theory has been developed [28] to show that
the thermal noise of the magnetic material should be as low as
5.3 fT/

√
Hz in a device 1 cm in diameter and 3.2 �m in thick-

ness. However, conducting coils needed to apply the rotating
field and to pick up the output signal, strongly degrade the above
fundamental limit, to about 0.4 pT/

√
Hz. Indeed, a few noise

spectrums were presented which show this level was achieved
[29]. The corresponding energy resolution is 3.2 × 10−27 J/Hz
with the coil volume included and 1.6 × 10−29 J/Hz for the YIG
crystal alone, whereas the fundamental limit should give about
3 × 10−33 J/Hz. It has also to be pointed out that the experimen-
tal results apparently showed a “1/f” as low as 0.1 Hz. These
works, both theoretical and experimental appear very attractive,
and in my mind, the community working in magnetic sensing
should much better take over them.

Finally, let us just mention the extraordinary magneto-
resistance effect (EMR), first introduced in [30]. It occurs in
hybrid micro- and nano-structures of non-magnetic materials
and they are supposed to exhibit only the Johnson noise contri-
bution, without the magnetic one [31]. The effect is shown at low
t
m
t
e
t
e
w

6

t
s
A

ive review of the theory and applications with a complete set of
eferences is found in [24]. Nevertheless, works on proper noise
haracterizations and models are just starting [25,26]. Compared
o the GMR devices, they have much higher field sensitivity,
ith moderate dissipative part, which in principle could lead to

ow noise, expected at the sub-pT/
√

Hz level [1]. Measurements
resented in [24] show a noise level of about 5 pT/

√
Hz above

kHz, in an amorphous magnetic wire 4 mm long and about
5 �m diameter. An estimate of the energy resolution then gives
× 10−29 J/Hz < ε < 3.2 × 10−25 J/Hz according to the way the
Ω volume is estimated. Clearly, more works are needed to
larify the noise of this kind of sensor, always having in mind
hat the final system, sensor + bias + detection, should stay easy
o use.
emperature as well as at room temperature. The noise measure-
ents reported in [31] are coherent with the Johnson noise as

he dominant source in the device, the level of which was finally
xpressed in units of µΦ0/

√
Hz to compare with SQUIDs. Due

o the small area of the devices (less than 50 �m × 50 �m), we
stimated the field resolution to be about 100 pT/

√
Hz at 4.2 K,

hich is not so impressive, as claimed by the authors.

. Conclusion

Writing this review on high sensitivity magnetometers, I tried
o gather results published between years 2000 and 2004, in the
pirit of what I have done for a previous review during year 2000.
nyway, it is very far to be exhaustive. By the year 2000, not
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Fig. 5. Energy resolution–volume criterion. Circles are for SQUIDs (1: low Tc

coupled, 2: high Tc, 3: low Tc bare). Squares are for OPM (1: Cs cell; 2: He cell;
3–5: K cell). Pentagons are GMR—GMI sensors (1, 2: hybrid GMR at 4.2 and
77 K; 3: GMR with feedback coil; 4?: GMI). Stars are for YIG magnetometer.
The rectangular pattern at 10−34 is for the quantum limit. An ideal magnetometer
should reach the quantum limit together with the smallest possible volume, but
with realistic coupling to external signals.

much researchers dare to compare performances of their sensors
to that of SQUIDs, above all the low Tc ones. Reading the refer-
ences associated to this review shows this is no longer the case,
even if often unjustified. I tried to clarify that situation, starting
from comments on relevant sensors parameters which, in my
mind, help engineers to select and buy sensors for given appli-
cations. I hope it will also help physicists searching new effects
and new devices, to sometimes better give specifications of their
devices. Among these parameters, I use a rough but convenient
estimate of the magnetic energy resolution, based on an effective
volume inside which the sensor operates and on the usual volu-
mic density of magnetic energy. It appears to me it is convenient
to quickly see whether or not a high sensitivity magnetic sensor
compete or not with the best ones. Results are reported in Fig. 5.
With this criterion, it is clear that only the SERF magnetometer is
truly at the level of low Tc SQUIDs. The hybrid superconducting-
GMR magnetometer is not very far, with technologies and size
rather comparable to that of SQUIDs. In my opinion, compe-
tition could become very interesting between these two solid
state, cryogenic devices. About the other solid state, room tem-
perature, magnetic sensors reviewed here, it is still an issue to
get a real system demonstrating a 100 fT/

√
Hz noise level above

1 Hz, which would have a large set of interesting applications,
unless the YIG magnetometer is more studied and affirm by the
magnetic sensor community.
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